1) How does early rising give us a good star?
2) Why is the work done in the early morning generally better?
3) What is the advantage of exercise?
4) Why does the early riser not have to hurry up?
5) Give the meanings of: Labour, Plenty.

Q. 7 Answer the following questions:

(A) Access the effects of a global exchange of stock piled nuclear war heads?

(B) Differentiate clearly between experimenting and experiencing.
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Before answering the question paper the candidate should ensure that they have been supplied the correct question paper. Complaints in this regard, if any, shall not be entertained after the examination.

Note: Question no. 1 is compulsory. Attempt any two questions from each section.

Q. 1. Answer the following questions

1) Give any two monosyllabic vowels with example of one word with each.
2) Define the following: (a) verb (b) noun
4) Give some examples of written communication.
5) Make nouns from the words: Originate, Govern.

Section-A

Q. 2 (A) Differentiate between the pairs of words by using in sentences.

(any 5)

1) Check- Cheque  2) Principal- Principle  3) Beside- Besides
4) Old-Ancient 5) Between- Among 6) Stationary- Stationery
7) Medal- Meddle

(B) Give one word substitute of any five of the following

1) One who is present everywhere
2) Killer of Father
3) A person suffering from nervous breakdown
4) One who believes in God
5) The study of animals
6) That which lives in water
7) That happens every year
(C) Do as directed (any 5)
1) Operation (make verb) 2) Happy (make noun)
3) Friend (make noun) 4) Intend (Make noun)
5) Soft (make verb) 6) Magic (make noun)
7) Simple (make verb)

(D) Correct any 10 of the misspelt words given below:
Accomodate, acheive, accross, Cemetary, apperant, fourty, goverment, grammer, garantee, experiement, acquir.

Q.3 (A) Write down 5 monosyllabic vowels. Give two words for each vowel.
(B) Write down 5 consonants. Give two examples.

Q.4(A) Correct the following sentences: (Any 5)
1) There are many sheeps in the field.
2) Give me a scissor.
3) What is your book’s price.
4) Ram and Shyam goes to play.
5) Either he or she are responsible.
6) She is junior than me.
7) Dog is the faithful animal.

(B) Change the following sentences from Active voice to the passive voice. (Any 5)
1) The cat killed the mouse.
2) She loves Savitri.
3) They made him king.
4) Who did this?
5) We will finish this work.
6) All his friends are laughing at him.
7) He beats Ram.

(C) Turn the following into Indirect speech. (Any 5)
1) Ram said, “I am very busy now.”
2) He said to Arjun “Go away.”
3) Radha said, “She is unwell.”
4) She said to me, “What are you doing?”
5) I said to him, “I don’t believe you.”
6) The teacher said, “The earth goes round the sun.”
7) The police man said to us, “Where are you going.”

(D) Translate the following into English. (Any 5)
1) वह अज्ञात गया |
2) तुम आपके आया आया होगा |
3) अबत्र आए ते बना और भरा होगा |
4) इस प्रतिबंध लेनें है |
5) अट पुस्तक पढ़ जाए |
6) सभी ने नए अफ़िड़ खेल, लेने है |

Section-B

Q.5 (A) Write a paragraph on any of the instrument or equipment used in your college laboratories.
(B) Write down a report on a ‘Blood Donation Camp’ held in your college before some days.

Q.6 Read the passage given below and answer the following questions that follow:
The great advantage of early rising is the good start it gives us in our day’s work. The early riser has done a large amount of work before other men get out of bed. In the early morning, the mind is fresh and there are few sounds and other distractions. So the work done at that time is generally well done. The early riser also finds time to take some exercise in the fresh morning air, and this exercise supplies him with a fund of energy that will last until the evening. By beginning early, he knows that he has plenty of time to do thoroughly. All his work is finished in good time and he goes to bed early. He gets several hours of sleep before midnight when sleep is most refreshing. After a sound night’s rest he rises early next morning in good health and spirit for the labour of a new day.